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« 99% of accuracy on pedestrian detection »
...has no meaning without a carefully built dataset

• Training and test data construction is an incremental & empirical process
• Usually, we cannot predict all that must be annotated, and we cannot 

predict all impacting parameters right from the start

Requires investigations throughout the project to 
refine the required data and evaluations



How to detect bias in datasets and AI models ?
How to visualize data and contextual model's results
Investigate to identify required data (annotations, contexts) for 
building evaluations and learning relevant for the task

How to iterate in the data annotation construction ?
How to complete new annotations efficiently
How to correct previous annotations efficiently

Two tools designed to help during this 
process



Absolute performances ( F1, Precision, Recall, …) for Machine Leaning 
models:

They give relevant comparisons when used on calibrated and well-balanced datasets
(completeness, uniqueness, consistency, accuracy, validity, coverage, representativity...).

But on real biased datasets, acquired in specific contexts:
Performances might reflect more the dataset properties than the model's properties
For more relevant evaluations, we might want them to be based on inquiries regarding 
the impact of context specificities.

=> Comparing models performances in a contextual way allows to identify bias, and to evaluate 
several generalization properties.

Dealing with biased data



Characterize data, their distribution, their annotations

Identify bias

Visualizing data and contextual model's 
results

DebiAI: a tool agnostic to use cases, 
and data typology

Compare model performances in a contextual way

Evaluate generalization properties



Continuous investigations in order to:

Discover the behavior of models on specific contexts or 
subsets of data:

Find model weaknesses, discover local or global biases

Some behavior might be unexpected, some contexts might be critical

Refine the ODD accordingly, identify critical/impactful 
data, adapt the evaluations

Adapt datasets accordingly:
Re-balance data, remove biases, for training and for test datasets

=> Determine data acquisition priority, new annotation tasks

Biased data → continuous investigations 

DebiAI: a tool agnostic to use case and data 
typology



Workflow: data management and 
characterization

DebiAI

Data and bias
exploration and 

exportation

Pixano

AI model

Data and bias
visualisation and 

correction



Data management and characterization
How to iterate on new annotations 

Using Pixano to refine annotations



Data management and characterization
How to efficiently correct erroneous annotations ?

From incorrect manual 
annotation

From automatic 
pre-annotation

During from-scratch 
smart annotation



Data management and characterization
How to efficiently correct erroneous annotations ?

Table of SOTA interactive segmentation algorithms
=> lack of algorithms dedicated to correction

Method Grabcut
NoC@90%

Able to correct pre-existing 
segmentation

RIS-Net (2017) 5.0 x

Latent diversity (2018) 4.8 x

DEXTR (2018) 4.0 x

ITIS (2018) 5.6 x

F-BRS-B (2020) 2.4 x

UCP-Net (2021) 2.7 x

RITM (2021) 1.5 x



Data management and characterization
How to efficiently correct erroneous annotations ?

Two correction algorithms for segmentation correction (CEA)

AI-based refinementgeometry-based refinement


